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What our machine do… 



What our machine do… 



My case of study: 

Optimization of the 
pneumatic piston 
in the injection 
system. 

 



Three years ago… 
Sometimes we had feedback from the customers about pneumatic piston 

broken. 

Broken 

Ø12mm 



…my job was to find a geometry able to work in 
this condition without broken. My instrument 
was Solidworks & Ansys. 

After Before 



My “manual” optimization consist to model my 
piston with a tapered geometry in the broken 
regions. the piston. 

! Other target of my optimization is to 

not increase the weight of the piston, 

to avoid the possibility to damage the 

surrounding parts. 



…the results… 
…increment of the safety 

factor from 0.9 to 1.2  
about +33% 



…now… 

…diameter 16mm piston need to be optimized… 

The old 16mm piston was been designed 
like the old 12mm piston... 

Dangerous right angle 

Ø16mm 



…but now I’ve one more software available… 

ModeFRONTIER. 

Parameter of my simulation: 



The setting of my simulation in ANSYS 



The structure of my optimization: 

Parameters 

My Targets 

1° Minimize the maximal principal stress 

2° Maximize the minimal principal stress 

3° Maintain the same weight of the old piston 

DOE Parameters 

Sobol Algorithm with 16 Designs 

Optimizer 

Moga II algorithm with 50 iterations 



…the results… 

σmax  

σmin  

Target Region 

After 800 runs (elapsed time about 24hrs) 



…about correlation matrix 

 

The influence of the parameters on targets. 



Geometry comparison 

For manufacturing necessity some performing solution has been discarded  



…the improvement in “number”… 

increment of the safety factor from 0.9 to 1.3  
about +44% 



“Manual Optimization” Mode Frontier 

Number of running About 30 800 

Improvement obtained +30% +44% 

Total time employed 20 days 
3 days + 1 day 
of calculation 

To take a summary and comparison 



Thanks for the 
attention 

A particularly  thanks to all my co-workers, 
especially Loreti S. and Morsiani R. for all 

their support during this optimization   
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